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Letter from the Editor 
 

The Impact of the Covid‐19 Pandemic.

A personal misfortune may be momentous, yet still retains its individual scale of inconvenience.  
It would, also befall with limited reverberation. 
   
A global calamity, by definition would, have its toll demonstrated on a worldwide scale with a deeper bearing on life substances. 
   
There is no doubt that the current pandemic, while not yet fully elucidated, has had its chaotic effect more than many other 
catastrophes in the recent history of man, affecting any the many aspects of his life: social, salutary, behavioral, as well as his 
scientific activities. 

   
Since Creation, Health has, understandably, remained a prime concern of man. 
It remained a priority. 
   
When health status has become threatened under the invasive pandemic, when it seemed fretful and defenseless instantly, all else 
came next. 
   
Scientific exploration, research, and other related activities come to a quasi halt, with perhaps the exception of an array of 
multifarious scrutiny on the possible cause, the anticipated effect, and the prospective handling of the catastrophe at hand. 
   
Because of that, the whole panel of publishing, researchers, peer-reviewers, and administrators came under duress. 
Priorities were therefore reset in many aspects. 
This halt in activities has been accentuated because of many a clinician becoming ensnared by his personal clinical assistance, by the 
accepted apprehension or, regretfully, by his own affliction. 

 
geget Journal has not been an exception. 
We, therefore, regret missing out on our pledged scale of activity. 
   
On the other hand, since there seems to be light at the end of the tunnel; one remains optimistic about the resumption in activities 
with a hopeful escalating surge. 
   
We, therefore, undertook the resolve to publish our articles of the current third issue over two, perhaps three releases, two to three 
months apart-pending the evolving situation, hopefully becoming much more favorable. 
   
Ironically, one ‘merit’ of that gloomy Pandemic would perhaps be, that the world has come to realize it is becoming more and more 
intricate and intertwined, and such alteration requests a further global understanding and collaboration. 
   
In the days ahead, we will put our shoulder to the wheel, and strive with all other colleagues in the field, to celebrate life as well as to 
honor our dedication!  on remaining positive in negative whiles. 
 
 
M.E. Salem, MD.
Editor‐In‐Chief
Geget Scientific Journal  
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